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FROM THE #1 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF HOLY ISLANDHeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll make

you his angel, but first you have to die... After a turbulent time, DCI RyanÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s life is finally

returning to normal and heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s looking forward to spending an uneventful Easter bank

holiday weekend with his fiancÃƒÂ©e. Then, on Good Friday morning he is called out to a crime

scene at one of the largest cemeteries in Newcastle. The body of a redheaded woman has been

found buried in a shallow grave and the killer has given her wings, like an angel. Soon, another

woman is found at a different cemetery, followed quickly by another. Panic spreads like wildfire as a

new serial killer is born, and RyanÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s band of detectives must work around the clock to

unmask him before he can strike again. Murder and mystery are peppered with romance and

humour in this fast paced crime whodunnit set amidst the spectacular Northumbrian landscape.
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Maybe this book deserves 5 stars, but there are a couple of things that annoy me enough that I

gave it only 4. First of all, why does the bad guy always somehow manage to get away even though



he's surrounded by many policemen/women--some with guns--and then cause more havoc before

he's finally caught once and for all? Just capture the sucker and get on with the story. Maybe for

some it adds to the interesting plot line? For me it's just annoying. Second, one of the really bad

guys whom they'd captured in a previous book and put into maximum security managed to escape

and has captured DI MacKenzie--end of this book. So now we know what the next book is going to

be about. Not sure I will be able to deal with all the evil that will ensue while Ryan, etal, try to rescue

her before it's too late. Ross writes well, so the stories get 5 stars from that category. And her plots

are interesting and enticing enough to keep you reading to see if your suspicions are right. I may

skip book #5 and just go straight to #6. I do like this author. Just can't always stand knowing that

one of the characters I've come to know and like may not be rescued in time.

Would have liked to see book that has an ending instead of "to be continued". Otherwise very

exciting thriller(s) by this author. Hope next one comes out soon before I lose interest.

This, like the previous books has strong story line song great characters but - and for me it's a big

but - the feel of being in a real police investigation is spoilt by avoidable errors.for example, there is

no such entity as a 'police constabulary'. Forces either are constabularies or simply the Blankshire

Police. Similarly, the Chief Constable would sit in police headquarters, not the 'CID headquarters'.

And unmarked police vehicles do not have a siren on their roof! Prickly, I know, but so easy to get

right and so much more enjoyable if the author did

One of the best DCI Mysterys ever written by one of the best Mystery as writers. I bought this book

because I heard that L J Ross was a fantastic mystery writer. Would recommend it to any Mystery

buff. A must read.

Purchased as an audio book and was very pleased with choice of reader. Plot is interesting and

"baddies" not immediately obvious. Losing one star due the cliff hanger endings - can have stand

alone stories within a series. At least with previous books the next in series has been available for

immediate purchase. Very disappointing to have wait for another installment.

The DCI Ryan series is quite enjoyable. I admit I didn't enjoy this one as much because I read it out

of order. Would have helped if the series was numbered.



This series is enjoyable. The characters are interesting and the plots are well laid out. They are not

deeply psychological but just enough.

I just finished Angel after having read the first three novels. They are truly enjoysble. I feel a

personal attachment to the characters, Ryan, Anna, MacKenzie,Phillips and Jack. I love British

mysteries and these are among the best. They are unique in their story line, more so than just a

plain ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“who done it.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• I am anxiously looking forward to the next

book.My recommendation is to start reading with Holy Island and continue through the series. All of

the books are well written. Enjoy!
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